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GIATI’S NEW FIFTY FIVE
 AN INTERIOR/EXTERIOR FURNITURE COLLECTION 

THAT BLENDS TEAK AND STAINLESS STEEL WITH SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

GIATI Designs, Inc., manufacturer of quality crafted indoor/outdoor teak furniture, die-cast 
aluminum furniture, Market Umbrellas, pavilions and European all-weather textiles, has 
introduced Fifty Five, a new outdoor furniture collection that combines the warmth and 
beauty of teak with the clean, contemporary lines and the durability of stainless steel. 
Nautically inspired, the Fifty Five collection features the finest materials in concert with 
meticulous craftsmanship; offering a new look with practical advantages for interior/
exterior use. 

Constructed of first European quality plantation grown teak, Fifty Five is as stable as it is 
beautiful. The new collection includes four pieces; an arm chair, a chaise with integrated 
wheels and tables in two sizes for four and six respectively. The teak on the chairs is 
mechanically joined to the stainless steel tubing in what Mark Singer, designer and 
company president, likes to call “seamless integration”, a custom made, clean joinery 
that is technically difficult to achieve. The tables feature hatch top joinery reminiscent of 
those found on luxury yachts.

The chair, chaise and tables are designed to conveniently stack for easy storage and the 
table legs also detach from the bases. “My idea,” says Mark Singer,” was to design 
stacking furniture that did not have the usual appearance of stacking furniture.”

The low line of the furniture and the resilience of teak and stainless steel for outdoor use, 
make Fifty Five an ideal choice for luxury yacht, garden, deck, pool, patio or spa.  The 
collection is suitable for both residential and contract applications. Inspiration for the 
collection name came from Mark Singer’s celebration of his 55th birthday this past year.

GIATI Designs, Inc. is headquartered in Santa Barbara, California. Manufacturing facilities 



are located in Santa Barbara. Giati products are available through a national network 
of designer showrooms and independent sales representatives.


